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AccXel Construction School was established in 2021 with the sole intention of supporting people to construct 
the future. 
 
With a rich legacy of industry expertise, state-of-the-art facilities, and a commitment to student success, 
AccXel is the premier choice for individuals aspiring to thrive in the dynamic world of construction. 
 
At AccXel, we bring together learners, employers and industry to accelerate the provision of construction 
skills and equip the sector with skills and education that is relevant and applicable to the construction 
industry of the future. 
 
Directors, Leaders and Managers are clear about their aspiration for AccXel to be widely recognised as a 
sector leading organisation delivering education and training of the very highest quality.   
  
 
Our Vision 
 

• To change the face of construction education 

• To attract people into the construction industry 

• To develop and upskill people within the construction industry. 

• To make working in construction an aspirational career 

• To attract diversity into the construction industry 
 
 



 

 

Our Mission 
 
Inspiring talent and training future skills by connecting industry with education. 
 
Our Purpose 
 
Supporting people to construct the future. 
 
Working In Our Industry 
 
Working in construction provides the opportunity to leave a lasting legacy.  Every building or structure 
which you help to create becomes a part of a community’s landscape, impacting lives for generations. 
 
Construction is not only a lifelong, rewarding career; it’s about building dreams, futures and leaving a 
positive mark on the world. 
 
The construction industry offers endless opportunities for growth, creativity, and impact.  Whether you’re 
interested in architecture, engineering, project management, or skilled trades, there’s a path for you in 
construction.  From towering skyscrapers to sustainable infrastructure projects, the possibilities are 
limitless. 
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